


Welcome 
Bespoke carpets styled for you



Contemporary Traditional Rugs

Stairs Borders Floral

A Complete Service

Hand Tufting Transportation Installation

Signature is the UK’s premier designer and manufacturer 
of luxury hand-made carpets and rugs. We have been 

creating magnificent wool floor coverings for over 25 years.

Signature creates beautiful hand-made luxury fitted carpets 
and large area rugs individually designed for each client.

Each one is specially designed to work perfectly with all 
other elements of your carefully selected interior design.



100% wool velvet pile with free flowing 
scrolls wrap around the perimeter of 
this sitting room carpet. Designed to 
allow the scrolls to extend beyond the 
structure of the outer black border.

Scroll Border



A simple handtufted linear 
border inset into a 100% 
wool passmachine carpet  
creates a stylish staircase 
and landing carpet within 
this elegant home.

Simplicity



A palette of gold and blue gives a striking look 
to this Heritage rug. Shaded colours and hand-
carving create additional depth and richness.

Heritage



Contemporary

The clever use of loop pile texture 
and hand-carving create this large 
scale linking circle design.  
 
Irregular contrasting lines add to 
the modernity of this 100% wool, 
handtufted carpet.



The combination of both cut pile and loop pile 
textures create a marbled design for this rug. The 
colours matched to the upholstery and the border 
has a hand-carved finish.

Textural Mineral



A large oval rug brings 
elegance to this traditional 
hallway. Golden hues lift 
the colours up from the 
surrounding herringbone 
wooden floor, accented 
with blue for the details 
of the design. 
 
Handtufted in 100% wool.

Traditional Hallway



Clean lines with a diamond trellis in smart tonal colours blending to the 
client’s furnishings. Handtufted 100% wool cut and loop pile combination.

Modern Geometric



Cityscape

An apartment with a view across the city to the horizon. This view 
has been interpreted into a border showing the skyline as night 
and day. Handtufted in 100% wool



A requirement for three made to size rugs is fulfilled 
using a recessed loop pile design with handcarving, 
alongside both central and corner motifs.

Rug Trio



An organic scroll and rose design 
gives free flowing coverage to this 
dining room rug. 
 
Using loop pile for the design gives 
additional texture and interest to the 
100% wool pile. Classical Floral



Rock Lines
Loop pile rock lines handtufted through this deep velvet pile 
allow additional accent colours to be incorporated into this 
large, made to size lounge rug.



A leaf trellis handtufted 
in 100% wool cut pile 
background with loop 
pile leaf and rose buds, 
give a delicate feel to 
this carpet.

Rose Bud



A rich claret provides a perfect base colour for this two colour inlaid stripe, 
following the curve of the bottom step. A ornamental design panel continues 
the theme into the hall. Bespoke Staircase



A Complete Service
Initial Consultation Design & Sampling

An appointment can be arranged to meet in our 
Yorkshire showroom or at the project location to 
discuss all aspects of design, quality, yarn types  

and colours.

Based on the outcome of the consultation we 
can produce artwork for consideration and then 

proceed to sampling for quality and finish approval.

Survey & Quotation

We can work from CAD drawings or arrange site 
surveys to enable a quotation to be prepared. This 

can include installation, within the UK or  
overseas if required.

Ordering and Production

Upon receipt of a signed acceptance of quotation, 
we would submit a deposit invoice to enable the 

order to be processed and acknowledged.



Transport

Our freight forwarders can arrange road, sea and 
air freight, with groupage and dedicated options 

worldwide. We can arrange delivery to nominated 
agents or door-to-door shipments, if preferred.

Maintenance & Cleaning

We can offer a maintenance programme for 
carpets and rugs through our recommended 

advisor, who travels across the UK and overseas. 
We can supply cleaning equipment and training for 

larger properties or superyachts.

Project Management

We pride ourselves on providing the same contact 
personnel from the initial consultation, quotation, 
order process, delivery and installation to ensure 

continuity and service throughout the project.

Installation

We can arrange fitting with supply of materials 
throughout the world. Our installers are experienced 

in all methods, including stretched gripper fixing, 
adhered systems and our Velcro technique, to allow 

access on yacht and aircraft installations.







Signature Carpets
Hough Mills
Bradford Road
Northowram
Halifax
HX3 7PD

Tel: +44 (0)1422 412756

info@signaturecarpets.co.uk
 
www.signaturecarpets.co.uk

Showroom: by appointment only


